
GENERATION
#ZeroHunger * The Teens4Unity are committed to accomplishing

the Zero Hunger Objective that was suggested by the 
Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) of the United Nations. 
That is, to end hunger in our world by the year 2030.

United World and #ZeroHungerGeneration: ON COLORED PATHS
WHICH PATHS CAN WE TRAVEL ONTO REACH OUR GOAL?
We suggest eight paths to live as individuals and as a group. 

Let’s personally commit ourselves to conquer the culture of waste and to work towards the 
even distribution of wealth by living the culture of giving and sharing. 

Wars and conflicts generate misery, unemployment and illnesses. Multitudes of people suffer 
hunger. Let’s rally together and work for peace on all levels.

Among the causes of hunger is the environmental crisis. Every ecological action is an impor-
tant contribution so that the earth can continue to produce abundantly and provide all people 
with what they need to survive. 

To face the problem of hunger and its causes, we need to know it well. Let’s promote sessions 
to study this topic in depth.

Let’s involve as many people as possible and ask them to take the commitment with us to 
solve the problem of hunger in the world. Let’s start with our friends, our families, our clas-
smates, our neighborhood... 

We can make people aware of this serious injustice by using means such as music, theater, 
dance, cinema and every other art form.

A quick way to share with others what we are living is the media as well as social media. Let’s 
flood them with messages of our commitment to #ZeroHunger.

Let’s look around our city and get to work. If everyone does something wherever they live, our 
#ZeroHunger goal will not be too difficult and not too far away.

These are the eight paths for a new lifestyle that can lead us to a united and peaceful world. 
A world in which #ZeroHungerGeneration will be a possible goal.

> red path

> yellow path 

> green path 

> indigo path

> orange path

> blue path

> violet path

> black path 

www.fao.org
www.unitedworldproject.org
www.teens4unity.org
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